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8.1.44 IDATS (Insurgo Group) + DART Software 

Ian Bartlett (Sales Director)  

 

Ian.bartlett@idats.co.uk | 07956 024700  

Unit 12 Roseheyworth Business Park, 
Abertillery, Gwent, NP13 1SP 

www.idats.co.uk  

Company Description:  

Tape media experts, Intelligent Data & Tape Solutions (IDATS) is a part of the Insurgo 
Group, tape and media specialists. 

IDATS provide access to eMail, Fileservers including NDMP, Voice Calls, Instant 
Messaging, Databases and other data stored on any backup tape anywhere in the 
world.  DART software underpins service delivery.  DART is wholly owned by Insurgo 
and allows any tape to be processed anywhere in the world free of the need to use the 
original software, hardware or infrastructure that created the tapes. 

Operating from a purpose designed, secure and scalable Tape Production Facility in 
the UK, IDATS can support projects of any size and complexity.  A range of libraries, 
autoloaders and other automation means projects can run 24/7 to ensure you have 
the data you need within the time frame you need it. 

As a part of the Insurgo Group, IDATS has direct access to their full range of skills to 
support any project.  Insurgo – The Tape Media experts are a part of the LTO 
Consortium and the Tape Storage Council. 

IDATS holds ISO 27001, ISO9001, ISO45001, ISO14001 and ISO22301 certification. 

Vendor Offerings  

Insurgo is a specialist tape and data services provider with unrivalled experience in 
the handling and restoration of back-up tape and the information stored upon it. 
Operating from secure UK premises (ISO 27001, ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO45001, 
ISO22301 certified) and also anywhere in the world via on-site deployment, remote 
access systems or licence-only engagements.. 

Insurgo can catalogue, index and restore data from any tape type, created using any 
backup software. Voice tapes are also fully supported with indexing, selection and 
review of calls from a range of logger systems.  

In addition to providing service at its purpose designed UK facility, IDATS can support 
tape centric projects globally, delivering service in the way best suited to your needs.  
This can be our team travelling to site, IDATS providing equipment that can be 
accessed remotely or supplying systems – or just licences to allow your team to run 
the whole project. 

Utilising DART – a purpose designed specialist tape restoration software - the original 
backup software and a range of specialist utilities, IDATS ensures a level of accuracy 
of result that is not possible using alternative, single appliance type, solutions. 

Full Cloud Migration and Legacy System Retirement services are available globally. 
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